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Students voice concerns at Forum
by Zora Johnson
and Jim Nleman
staff reporters

More than 100 students attended the
Public Officials/Student Rights Forum
at Gish Theatre in Hanna Hall last
night. Many of the students voiced
concern that the city of Bowling Green
has two standards of law - the tougher
one being used when dealing with
students.
"Those comments are terribly irritating, and I'll do my best to stop it,"
said John Quinn, Bowling Green City
Council president. "There should be no
double standard."
Quinn was just one representative

from Bowling Green's city government, its police forces, and the University. Others included Paul Olscamp,
University president; William Bess,
director of Public Safety; Bruce Bellard, mayor of Bowling Green; Galen
Ash, city police chief; and Michael
Marsden, representative to the City/University Relations Committee.
Many student complaints at the forum concerned the procedure police
follow when they break-up a party, the
loud-noise ordinance, handling of open
container violations, and general harassment of students by city police.
"THERE HAS been an increase in
the number of violations, but no increase in enforcement," Ash said.

Ash said police will visit a party
after receiving a complaint from a
private citizen. He said that the police
can break-up a party and issue citations without warning.
Students were also concerned that
there is no accurate way to determine
what constitutes a loud party. City
ordinances state that noise cannot
exceed 55 decibels from 7 a.m. to 11
p.m., and all day Sunday.
Ash said police have a decibel meter,
but it is often not possible to use it, and
police make a judgement as to whether
the party warrants a citation.
In addressing the question of open
container violations, Ash said that
police officers may not arrest someone

possessing an open container on his
own property.
A complaint voiced by several students was that police officers asked
them if they were students before
doing anything else. They asked
whether being a student determines if
they are dealt with more harshly.
'I'd like to think that our officers are
right all the time, but I'm not naive
enough to think that's true," Ash said.
STUDENT REACTION was mixed
over what the forum's results will be.
"It served a purpose in that students
could vocalize opinions to proper channels," said Eric Rosenberg, vice-president of the University Activities
Organization. "But I think the officials

side-stepped issues without confronting the problems and a real double
standard was established."
Mike McGreevey, Undergraduate
Student Government president, said
USG intends to pursue the issue of
student rights in dealing with police
actions.
"We have set a basis for establishing
a line of communication, but students
have to continue to come to us with
their problems," McGreevey said.
Ash said he will discuss the meeting
with his officers. He said he will refer
to some of the comments that were
made and re-emphasize the unique
community relationship in a city with
a large student population.

Concerns valid,
officials claim
by Don Lee
staff reporter

At last night's forum. University President Paul Olscamp discusses how
Bowling Green city police treated him when they answered a loud party
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complaint at his house as Mayor Bruce Bellard looks on.

Police seeking funds
for 5 more officers
by Teresa Tarantino
staff reporter

With budget requests due at
the end of the week, the police
division of Public Safety is seeking the approval of funds to add
five uniformed officers to its
ranks.
The department has been operating with 14 officers, covering three daily eight-hour shifts
for the last several years. This
includes a currently unfilled position in the force which must
remain vacant until the 6th District Court of Appeals In Toledo
makes a decision on the case of
Kenneth Mercer. Mercer is a
University officer suspended
last year for charges of actions
unbecoming of an officer.
The Increases, if approved,
will allow for the addition of
three uniformed officers, two
investigators and the funds to
replace at least two cruisers a
year.
The force is operating with as
few as two officers per shift,
according to Dean Gerkens,
manager of the police division.
The shifts usually have between
four and five officers, he said.
WITH TWO officers on duty
during a shift there is no one
available to handle foot patrols,
Gerkens said. Both officers patrol in cruisers because of the
need for quick emergency response, he said. Any additional
officers during a shift are
usually on foot patrol, he said.
Gerkens said when only two
officers are on a shift they will
leave their cruisers to patrol
buildings in a small area, but

they are not as visible as uniformed foot patrols.
"I could cut down a lot on
vandalism and assault on campus (if three or four officers
were visible as foot patrols)," he
said.
Gerkens said he would prefer
to have seven officers on each
shift. This would include two to
three officers in cruisers, two to
three officers walking foot patrols and at least one officer
each shift investigating complaints, he said.
The additional officers would
C! the department the opporty to pirn officers from shifts
to handle special assignments or
to establish special shifts if
problems are occuring during a
particular time frame, Gerkens
said.
THE RESPONSIBILITIES of
the officers on duty include traffic enforcement, property
safety, personnel safety, locking
buildings and responding to
emergencies.
In the preliminary budget
Bess has requested an increase
in funds for additional personnel
and operating dollars. The personnel budget increase calls for
an additional $90,000. The proposed operating budget calls f or
an additional 115,000 to $25,000
primarily to replace two cruisers each year.
Bess said Public Safety has
received increases in funding in
recent years, but not in the police division. The funds were
made available for the department to implement state requirements in Environmental
Services. The requirements

«

made it necessary for the division to focus attention on such
projects as radiation safety,
hazardous waste and asbestos
abatement.
People expect a certain level
of service from the fpolice department, Bess said. 'When we
increase the amount of overtime, illness and exhaustion go
up, increasing our sick-leave
time," Bess said.
GERKENS SAID the effects of
overtime hours are starting to
show in the force. "I've got guys
on sick leave that have never
been sick before. A lot of guys
are working 12-hour days, he
said.
Bess said officers are not required to work overtime. He
added that most officers realize
their limitations and will not
sign up for extra hours if they
feel they are beginning to wear
down.
As a result, Public Safety has
been forced to hire city officers
to handle special-event details
such as traffic control at home
football and hockey games,
monitoring social events on
campus and foot patrolling.
Bess said the police division is
not required to take overtime
pay out of its budget if the assistance was requested by another
department on campus. For example, if the athletic department requests officers for
traffic control at a home football
game, the officers' overtime pay
comes out of the athletic department's budget
Gerkens said University officers' salaries are lower than any
other area police forces. The
• See Police, page 7.

City officials and panelists
participating in the City
Officials/Student Rights Forum
last night in Gish Theatre said
they felt legitimate concerns
were expressed by students in
the audience.
"There are facts in the cases
(involving University students
and city police) that we don't
know," said Joyce Kepke, city
councilwoman at-large. "At
least it (the problem of complaints from University students
about city police) can be worked
on."
Kepke was one of four council
members in the audience who
did not participate in panel discussions. Council President
John Quinn, at-large, was on the
panel.
Councilman David Elsass,
Ward 2, said he wasn't aware of
some of the problems between
University students and city police because he had been out of
town.
"I certainly feel students are
entitled to their rights," he said.
"We shouldn't have a dual standard of rights. On the other
hand, I don't think we should
have a dual standard of responsibilities."
Ward 2 includes the area south
of campus, with several concentrations of student housing.

Councilwoman Cindy Henry,
whose Ward 1 includes the University, said she was "somewhat concerned by some of the
reports (of student and police
conduct). I heard ... aD city
officials are concerned about
(theproblem). None of the city
officials want that kind of reputation."
HENRY SAID older residents
tended to have most complaints
about parties, although at some
times, such as near graduation,
"we couldn't have our windows
open" because of noise from
nearby parties.
Councilman Edwin Miller, atlarge, was also in the audience.
University President Paul
Olscamp said he believed "...
there were some very good questions, ... especially (involving)
incidents where there were insensitivity and rudeness (on the
part of city police officers). If
these accusations are founded,
then they should be fixed."
Olscamp said that "room for
police to exercise their own
judgement" in handling noise
ana party complaints should be
allowed.
Sandra Scott, Student Legal
Services attorney, did not attend
the meeting. Jim Shaffer, SLS
board chairman, said the board
had decided that she would not
attend.

Mall vote delayed again
by Phillip B. Wilson
staff reporter

provement of both Newton Road and the Touissiant Creek drainage problem.

The Woodland Mall project is in limbo again.
The project was put on a two week hold last
night after two and a half hours of deliberation
before the Center Township Board of Trustees.
The board passed a resolution which will
table the issue for that time span.
A decision on whether to change the current
use of the land, on Newton Road and U.S. Route
25, will be made on October 22 at the Center
Township fire hall at 7:30 p.m.
The board, comprised of Chairman Gerald
Ridenhour. Warren Lotz, and James Dunipace
II, listened to testimony both for and against
the project at the meeting.
Robert Spitler, attorney for the Mall Company, of Alliance, listed many of the benefits to
having the Woodland Mall. He said the advantages include the estimated $470,000 in tax
revenues, the 700 available jobs, and the im-

HIS CASE was further strengthened by Bob
Sproul, owner of the Mall Co.
"I've been in this business for 15 years, and I
know this mall can work," he said.
Leading the opposition to its development
was Martin Hanna, local attorney at law and
member of the Touissiant Creek Committee.
"We don't need it... We can't afford it...
So let's not have it," he said.
While board trustees Ridenhour and Dunipace seemed undecided about the issue, Lotz
indicated that he was for the it.
"I think it is beneficial for all the people if
this township," he said. "If it's not in Center
Township, it's going to be in Bowling Green,
and we won't get one damn red cent for it."
"We've got a chance to make some money
here." Lob said. "Someday, sometime, ft
(mall) is going to be part of the city."

Senate still split on budget
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Treasury Department used
some creative bookkeeping yesterday to keep the government
afloat while Senate leaders spun
their parliamentary wheels over
a balanced budget plan that has
stalled action on increasing federal borrowing authority.
After days of inaction, and
hours of bickering last night, the
Senate considered a series of
miscellaneous amendments and
then moved on to a balanced
budget plan offered by Democratic leaders.
There was hope that the stalemate would be ended Wednesday or Thursday.
Previous test votes indicated
the Senate would vote down the
package offered by Democratic

leaders and then move on to
consideration of a plan backed
by Republican leaders and President Reagan and offered by
Sens. PhilGramm, R-Texas;
Warren Rudman, R-N.H.; and
Ernest Hollings, D-S.C.
MOVEMENT CAME after
days of bargaining on a plan that
would allow for a short-term
increase in the government's
boiTowingauthority after a vote
on the GOP-backed amendment.
However, as the hours went by
last evening, testiness increased
on the Senate floor, with Senate
Majority Leader Robert Dole,
R-Kan., sarcastically saying to
Democrats at one point, "Maybe
you want to create hardship for
widows and orphans."

Republicans, with Reagan's
support, have insisted on linking
the debt limit increase to the
plan that would impose statutory limits on budget deficits in
order to achieve a balanced budget try 1991. Democratic leaders
said the sweeping balanced-budget plan is being considered too
nastily and are offering an alternative.
Under the Gramm-RudmanHollings amendment, if Congreas and the White House fail to
agree on how to meet the annual
deficit targets, the president
could make across-the-board
spending reductions.
The Democratic alternative
would limit the presidem?dS
crenon In making such cuts.

Editorial
Review stand, GSS
Although it may come as a surprise to our
readers that we would take sides with the
Bowling Green Review on any issue, we believe the
Graduate Student Senate has been unreasonable in
its dealings with the Review of late.
At its last meeting. GSS voted to uphold the
Executive Committee's decision not to recognize
the Review as a legitimate campus publication.
The Review is not registered with the Student
Publications Board, GSS President Dave Anderson
pointed out, and is therefore "not accountable to
anyone on campus."
First, we fail to see why GSS felt any need to
recognize or not recognize the Review. The newspaper's publication is not dependent in any way on
But, more importantly, we object to GSS's methods in arriving at the decision. According to Anderson, several attempts were made to contact the
Review during the two weeks before Friday's
meeting. This is admirable until one hears that
when contact finally was made - a Review representative attended the meeting-the senators
refused to let the person speak.
Anderson said that only senators may address
the body, unless parliamentary procedures are
suspended or a senator relinquishes the right to
address to the non-senator. But the senators
weren't willing to do either of these things.
Their rationale was that allowing the person to
speak would be, in effect, recognizing the Review,
Anderson said.
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U.S. needs deficit diet
Obese national debt must be gradually trimmed
by Geoffrey Barnard
When credit card companies
issue a piece of plastic, they
bury a warning deep at the bottom of the fine print:
This card is the property of
company X. It can be revoked at
any time by company X. Company X can demand the payment of all outstanding debt
should the credit limit be violated.
Fortunately (for me, at least),
loan corporations don't usually
demand payment in full for minor and infrequent flirtations
with a card's credit limit. But
they could if they wanted to.
Countries have credit limits,
too. Only instead of being allowed to borrow $800 or 11,000 or
even $2,000, the United States is
allowed to borrow $1.8 trillion.
Lets spell that out. That's
1,800,000,000,000. SUrting at
birth, you could count one number every second for the rest of

your life and never reach a
billion, much less a trillion.
At midnight, Oct. 7, the United
States had reached its credit
limit. There was no more money
to operate the government. No
more checks could be written.
Outstanding checks are in danger of bouncing.
But America's creditors
aren't lining up at the White
House door asking for immediate payment of outstanding
debts. The government hasn't
overstepped a boundary set by a
loan corporation - it has reached
a self-imposed limit.
Unlike you and me, the government can borrow to its
heart's content. When it reaches
a limit, it sets a new one.
There is a note of exigency in
this credit crisis. The Reagan
administration is anxious to get
the limit raised to over $2 trillion
so that social security and thousands of other kinds of govern-

ment checks won't bounce.
Congress is dragging its feet
despite executive warnings,
while the Senate weighs a GOP
bill mandating a balanced budget within six years.
Building a $1.8 trillion deficit
is like gaining 250 pounds - it
doesn't happen overnight As
anyone who has ever gained
weight knows, it's a lot harder to
lose weight than to gain it; and
it's a lot harder to trim a deficit
than to build one.
True, a state of fiscal fitness
needs to be restored - the nation's debts should be made
manageable. But it's silly to aim
for a balanced budget six years
down the road when the debt is
now so fat it's incapacitating.
Instead, a policy of gradually
decreasing debt ought to be
adopted. The nation's credit
limit could be cut back over the
next ten years, taking into ac-

count such factors as economic
growth; the debt cant be cut
auickly when the economy is
uggish.
Trying to bring the debt down
too quickly may do more harm
man good. Programs which can
least afford cutbacks may get
sliced in an effort to reduce
borrowing. Long range economic growth and programs
providing immediate and vital
social services will suffer if an
unreasonable debt reduction
policy is adopted.
Saddled with an astronomical
deficit, the nation's debt structure needs to be nursed to health
slowly and patienUy. The problem is upon us, and as with
everything else, there are no
quick fixes.
Geoffrey Barnard, a senior
news-editorial journalism major
from Cleveland Heights, is
managing editor of the News.

But people are allowed to speak at meetings all
the time whether the members of the parliamentary body agree with them or not. Recognizing the
Review representative would have been merely
acknowledging that a person was there and letting
that person present his or her side of the story.
Whether GSS likes it or not, the Review has a
constitutional right to publish. As such, a denial of
recognition is meaningless. It is also unfair, considering GSS's actions at the meeting Friday.

Darwin misrepresented
by Gregg M. Richardson
Bill Melden's article on Darwin in the Oct. 3 BG News was
such an incredible tour-de-force
of ignorance, distortion, illogic
and slander, that one might at
first consider it to be beneath the
dignity of a response.
However, since it was given
such editorial prominence under
the guise of a commentary" on
influential modern thinkers, I
feel constrained to reply, in case
someone not familiar with Darwin or evolutionary theory
might believe that some of it
was true.
Darwin did not abandon the
study of medicine because he
regarded it as the realm of
"lesser men". The fact is he was
never too interested in the field
to begin with, entering it mainly
to please his family. The final
straw came when be observed
two operations performed without anesthetic (which had not
yet been invented), one of them
on a child. He became so ill that
he rushed out of the operating
theater, never to return. I have
no doubt that such a reaction is
incomprehensible to Mr. Melden.
The brief period he spent
studying for the ministry was
once again mainly in response to
family pressures - his real interest was and always had been
natural history. Melden's account of his fleeing the cloister
with a "curse on his lips" vowto "bring to ruin this vile
;ion" is sneer falsehood. No
thing ever happened. In
fact, although Darwin found it
difficult to accept some of the
doctrines of the Anglican
church, he still at this point
considered himself a Christian,
or at least a theist.
AD of the above, of course, has
no bearing at all on the validity
of his theory. Melden. who obviously has no background in
biology, next borrows a page

from the fundamentalists and
declares Darwin's theory of natural selection, which he apparently equates completely with
evolution, to be "inadequate"
and "presumptuous", and attempts to give the impression
that it has generated tremendous opposition among scientists ever since it was first
proposed. Nothing could be further from the truth. While various aspects of Darwin's theory
have been and continue to be
vigorously debated and modified, evolution itself remains
one of the hardiest and best-documented scientific theories of all
time. If he had checked his
facts, he would have found that
even the rather offbeat "hopeful
monster" theory of Richard
Goldschmidt did not call evolution itself into question, but simply certain aspects of natural
selection. The fact that Darwin's
theories have been so widely
debated and criticized among
the scientific community itself
refutes Melden's image of snarling "academic fascists" always
ready to crush innocent and
unsuspecting biology students
beneath their jackboots. Gravitational theory has existed for
several centuries, too, Mr. Melden, but it is not enforced by a
Mussolini of physics. What goes
up must come down.
None of this is, of course,
surprising coming from a columnist who has in the past
treated us to such nonsense as
his asinine description of Jesus
Christ on the Phil Donahue Show
and his venomous defense of
apartheid in South Africa. I propose that in the future, his rantmgs be relegated to the letters
section with the other kooks and
cranks, leaving some space for
some responsible commentary
by some legitimate writers.
Richardson is a science librarian at the University from Indianapolis, Ind.
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Letters
'Weird Science'
detects diseases
My colleagues and I were
pleased to see the picture of
Anselm Goonetilleke and our
department's high resolution
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Spectrometer on the front of
Friday's BG News.
In fact, NMR Imaging or socalled Whole Body Imaging, is
among the most significant
breakthroughs in medical diagnosis since X-ray, and it is substantially safer.
Whole body imaging is Just
what the name implies. Once
can put the entire body of humans in huge superconducting
magnets of NMR spectrometers
just like our machine, take an
NMR spectrum of the body
chemistry of the individual, and
diagnose potential diseases of
soft tissues quickly, safely and
on-invasively.
In contrast to X-rays which
can only "see" things like bones
which they can bounce off, NMR
looks directly at the hydrogen
atom and its environment.
From the environment of various molecules containing hydrogen in the body, soft tissue
cancers, diseases of the joints
such as arthritis and even debilitating diseases such as muscular dystrophy can be diagnosed
before their symptoms become
physically evident.
NMR Imaging technology is
currently used in many nospUals in the Midwest. It is soon to
be available at the Medical College of Ohio in Toledo. Based on
the work of thousands of chemistry research students sitting in
front of generations of NMR
spectrometers, the life and wellbeing of future generations of
Americans will be just a bit
safer, more comfortable, and
longer.

Today's "weird science" is
indeed tomorrow's medical miracle, and with NMR technology,
tomorrow is right now.
D.C. Neckers
Chemistry Department

Motivated Sunday
becomes nightmare
My Sunday started off great!
My hang-over was minimal
and the Cleveland Browns actually came from behind to win a
game. I was so motivated that I
decided to dig right into my
over-accumulating studies. I
went down to the study lounge to
begin working.
Upon sitting at one of the
carrels though, I was bombarded by a huge amount of
grafitti. Its content included
subject matter such as what
fraternity (sorority) is Number
One, which rock n' roll group
rules the airways, what classes
stink, and why I should go to
room 354 if I'm lonely on a
Friday night. It took me about 15
minutes to read it all and by that
time I was totally disillusioned
and had forgotten why I went
there in the first place.
I felt a headache coming on
and bummed some aspirin from
a friend. I went to wash it down

at the drinking fountain only to
find that it had been ripped off
the wall.
I figured that I might as well
Just take a shower to relax my
aching head and then pack it in
for the night. Wrone again! My
favorite shower haa its shower
head torn off and there were
sharp pieces of splintered marble scattered all over the floor.
The shower had obviously been
introduced to a baseball bat. To
top it off, all of the shower curtains were missing. Toga Party?
I went dejectedly down to my
room only to find that my memo
board was stolen, but there was
a message written in permanent
marker on my door, ''See you at
the fire drill later tonight/' Tell
me. when do these senseless
actions stop?
David P. Soughan
211 Harmon Hall

News Columnists
The BG News editorial page
prints the work of syndicated
columnists Art Buchwald and
George Will, but we have local
columnists as well.
BUI Melden, a free-lance
writer from Chatanooga Tenn.,
lives in Bowling Green. You can
read his sometimes controversial commentaries every Thursday in the News.
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Tomorrow, watch for part
three of Melden's series on influential thinkers in the modem
world.

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, double-spaced and signed. Your
address and phone number
must be included.
Letters to the editor should
not be longer than 200 words
and columns should not be
longer than 500 words.
The Afews reserves the
right to reject submissions
that are in bad taste, malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject
to condensation, and opinions
printed do not necessarily
reflect those of the staff.
Please address submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
211 West Hail
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Craig Hergert is a teaching
fellow in English fromSlayton,
Minn. You can read his humorous writing every Friday.
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Author stresses
successful dress
by Putrid* Lupico
reporter

Many people blow their careers in the first six months
after landing a Job, according to
the author of the best-selling
book, "Dress for Success."
"People send out the wrong
socio-economic signals which
can ruin their career," John
Molloy said in an interview yesterday.
Molloy will be appearing at 8
&m. tonight In Kobacker Hall of
e Moore Musical Arts Center.
Molloy said maintaining the
proper image once a person has
a job is critical. Sending out the
wrong signals include carrying
your body wrong, dressing
wrong, and using wrong nonverbal communication, Molloy
said.
Molloy is a researcher who
tests reactions in the business
world.
"I can tell a person statistically what to wear to an interview and what employers are
looking for," Molloy said. He
said through his 25 years of
research he has found out exactly what corporations are
looking for.
HE SAID his company has
consulted 411 of the Fortune 500
corporations. Fortune Magazine's yearly selection of the
top 500 successful corporations
in the United States.
Molloy said he has written the
dress code for at least one of
every five companies that will
interview on any campus.
"Companies are shopping for
people and people are shopping
tor companies; if they can get

together it's a happy marriage,"
Molloy said.
His best-selling book along
with his two other books are
used as text books for more than
200 universities. His methods of
research are used throughout
the world.
Molloy's research techniques
include three steps: First he
shows pictures with varied garments to business personnel who
will be interviewing students.
The garments have the impact
and not the person in the pictures, he said. Secondly, he goes
into a company and has one
group dress as usual and another group dress like photos the
personnel In step one preferred.
The third step is to go to an
independent supervisor and ask
his or her opinion of how well the
people In the two different
groups will do. The supervisor
will be asked which group of
people will go up the ladder of
success the fastest.
" I AM firmly convinced that I
can take a C student over a B
student and train him where he
will do better because of our
training," Molloy said.
Molloy's company. Dress for
Success, Inc., specializes in cosmetic elements.
"We package people just like
yoi
ou package a bar of soap. We
ha
ave packaged people for political offices and corporate offices," he said.
Molloy is being sponsored by
the University Activities Organization in conjuction with University Placement Services,
University Bookstore and
Women In Communications,
Inc.

WEIGHT CLUB
Mandatory Meeting:
6:30 p.m. Eppler S.
Weight Room
Wednesday, Oct. 9
For ALL Weight Club
Members & Auxiliary Members
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Looking for a good deal
Mordechai Geller checks over the bikes for sale at an auction held at
the Bowling Green City Garage yesterday. Over 100 people placed bids

JOURNALISM 300

on the about 100 bikes and other unclaimed merchandise sold
by the city police department.

Howard's club H
* VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G. * A

applications
will be accepted
until October 18

One night only . . . ^^ '

CRUCIAL DEC
TONIGHT!

in Room 302
of West
Hall
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Wednesday, Oct. 9
210 N. MAIN
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NUTRA.BOLIC is a revolutionary system created to lose weight last" It totally
surpasses all other methods of reducing by providing a safe. sure, immediate
weight loss program that BURNS BODY FAT virtually as fast as complete
fasting while at the same time providing all the essential nutrients that the body
needs every single day for health and vitality NUTRA.BOLIC WAS
CREATED EXCLUSIVELY for the "HARD TO LOSE' individual You will
attain your ideal weight WITHOUT EXERCISE shots liquid protein or starvation But lust losing isn't enough That* why NUTRA.BOLIC offers
behavior modification counselors on duty full time to work with you individually When you lose weight you want it to stay off permanently
and so do
we1 Now for a limited time. SAVE 50* and lose 25 SO ltX) pounds or more
safely and quickly WE GUARANTEE IT So
call us today' It may be the
most important call you ever made
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Research services offer financial help
by Patricia GeUer
graduate reporter
Doing research projects and
writing papers, proposals,
theses and dissertations can be
one of the most expensive parts
of graduate education. Although
it is not widely known, financial
help is available to faculty, staff
ana graduate students through
the University's Research Services Office.
The office, in 120 McFall Center, helps obtain external funding, manages a number of
internal funding programs and
reviews and approves policies
concerning research ana external funding, according to
Christopher Dunn, director.
One of the internal programs

concerning graduate students is
the Graduate College Program
of Thesis/Dissertation Research
Support. The grants are to help
"defray the necessary but unusual expenses essential to the
performance of thesis or dissertation research," according to
the guidelines. However, costs
associated with the preparation
of the manuscript are not funded
by this program.
AWARDS ARE usually {ISO
for masters students and $200
for doctoral students. The rationale for this program is that it is
part of the graduate experience
to learn how to get funding for
their projects, according to
Dunn. This is especially important for doctoral students who

The Getaway

will eventually become faculty
members at colleges and universities.
To be eligible for funding under this program, students must
be doctoral candidates engaged
in dissertation research, master's students involved in thesis
research as part of their degree
program, or masters of business
administration students doing
research projects for Graduate
Business Administration 696.
Applicants must have regular
graduate student status, be in
good academic standing and be
enrolled in and attending classes
at the University.
Under this program, awards
are made only on a cost-reimbursement basis and detailed, original receipts must be
saved and turned in for all payments. Eligible expenses in-

clude: materials and supplies;
equipment; travel; payments to
subjects for participation in experiments; communication
costs, like long-distance phone
calls and mailing costs; and for
consultants or temporary employees.
ANOTHER PART of research
that concerns graduate students
is using human subjects, according to Dunn. Research Services
also manages and staffs the
Human Subject Review Board
(HSRB) which ensures that the
rights and welfare of subjects
participating in research or
training projects are adequately
erotected. Anyone using people
i any kind of research, demonstration, development, instruction, training, classroom and
questionnaire studies must get

approval of the board before
implementing a proposed project. Complete HSRB guidelines
are available at Research Services.
Research Services also reviews and approves policies related to research and external
g, according to Dunn. For
if research is conunder "University support or auspices" and the
student or faculty member
wants to publish and or copyright something, they would
need to go through Research
Services to do this. Or if someone makes a new research discovery they would go through
Research Services to determine
the University Patent Policy.
Although the major source of
funding for graduate students is
internal, Research Services will

"work with individual graduate
students to obtain support for
their ideas and training needs,"
Dunn said. Research Services is
linked to a computer system
that contains 3,000 available
funding opportunities, he said.
Generally, the office has
monthly application deadlines
for funding, Dunn said. They
also publish the "Research &
Development Newsletter,"
which lists funding opportunities
and deadlines.
A general guideline is to apply
for Funding four weeks before
the expected starting date for
the research project, Dunn said.
Guidelines for all research programs are available at Research Services from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday.

LIFE Room describes Rec programs

50«off 1 dozen
Doughnuts with coupon

by Deb Houschouer
reporter

Expires Oct. 18
998 S. Main
352-4162

Unless you've been in the twilight zone since your first day at
the University, you've heard a
lot about the Student Recreation
Center. And you might think you
know everything about it. But
you may not. For example, did

We deliver 7**am to 9** weekday!, 7* to 10"
Saturday, No delivery Sun.

- KEY -

you know that there Is a room on
the top level, next to the track,
that contains a little bit of everything offered at the Rec Center?
The Leisure Information and
Fitness Evaluation Center
(UFE Center) gives information on every program and service provided by trie Rec Center,
according to director Larry McDonald. In addition, he said, the
Life Center offers a free life
expectancy test designed to tell
the participant "what is needed

ale$5
Meetin:
for those interested in selling for the 1986 yearoook

to have "drop in" programs,
to make life longer."
McDonald said that if students such as aerobics and weight
utilized the "LIFE room" more, training, offered between certhey could increase their aware- tain hours and designed to comness of all aspects of fitness. He plement the instructional
added that the programs on lei- programs offered through
sure, nutrition, the proper techMcDonald encourages everyniques of exercise, wellness and
rrts activities are extensions one to participate in the testing
program
to determine the apprograms going on in the
school of Health, Physical Edu- propriate intensity level for an
individual's workout.
cation and Recreation.
"Leisure activities are growTHE CENTER'S goal, he said,
is not to have classes per se, but ing in America," he said, and
the Life Center hopes to help
students "better utilize their leisure activities to improve total
fitness."
McDonald added that they're
reaching out to residence life
and offering programs to show
that "this is what lifetime fitness is all about, and this is how
you can improve lifetime fitness
and build esteem."

Monday, Oct. 14,8 p.m. 28 West Hall
$1.00 per book commission
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Adding Army ROTC to
your college education tan give
you a competitive edge.
Regardless ot your chosen
major. Army ROTC training
magnifies your total learning
experience.
Training that helps you
develop into a leader, as well
as a manager of money and
materials. That builds your selfconfidence and decision-making
abilities. And gives you skills
and knowledge you can use
anywhere. In college. In the
military. And in civilian life.
Army ROTC provides
scholarship opportunities and
financial assistance tix). But, most importantly, Army ROTC lets
you graduate with both a college degree and a commission in
today's Army, which includes the Army Reserve and National
Guard.
So come out ahead by enrolling in Army ROTC. For more
information contact Capt. Dave Wolf, Dept. of Military Science, 372-8880
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THE CROWD.
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Thursday, October 24
7:30 p.m.
Doors open at 6:30 p.m.
Anderson Arena
General public —$12.50
BGSU students -$10.00
All seats reserved
Tickets go on sale for BGSU students only beginning Thursday, October 10, and
continuing through October 24 in the University Union Ticket booth from 8:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Two (2) tickets may be purchased for each student presenting
a valid BGSU I.D. General public tickets can be purchased beginning Saturday,
October 12 in Bowling Green at Finder's and in Toledo at Abbey Roads, Boogie,
Other Boogie and Headsheds.
No cameras, recording devices, food, beverages or smoking will be allowed In Anderson Arena
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5 history professors leave BG
to learn lessons on the road
He will be doing this as a recipient of a
Fulbright lectureship. The difference between a lectureship and a scholarship is
that the recipient of the lectureship is
required to give lectures. These lectureships are sponsored by the federal government through the Council of International
Exchange of Scholars in Washington, D.C.
Once Hess was chosen for a lectureship
here in the United States, his host country
had to approve his selection.

by Amanda Stein
reporter

For five professors In the History Department, being a teacher is more than giving
tests and grading papers. This year they
will be getting out of the classroom to work
in other areas of the United States and the
world.
They will take leaves of absence ranging
from two months to a full academic year.
The leaves will take them to India, Tanzania. Israel, Switzerland, Washington, D.C.,
ana Topeka, Kan.
Gary Hess, chairman of the History Department, said he believes such activities
are helpful to Bowling Green's international
reputation.

"Getting the host country to decide you
can come is the big hurdle/' he said.
This will be the third time Hess has been
to India. The last time was in 1981
With the recent changes in leadership of
the country, Hess is sure "there will be a
very different political situation now."

"Bowling Green's reputation is already
well-known. But with so many of our members so widely scattered this year, it will
help to improve it," he said.
To have five people from the department
on leaves in a single year is uncommon,
according to Hess. He said that in recent
years, one or two members outside of the
area was normal.
HESS WILL be going to Hyderabad, India, for two months beginning in January.
He will be running seminars for Indian
teachers at the American Studies Research
Center on American history and American
foreign relations, especially foreign relations with India.
Hess said he anticipates a good response
because he thinks American history is very
popular in India.

r$JSO

OTHER DEPARTMENT members on
leave this year are Ronald Seavoy, David
Weinberg, David Skaggs and Lawrence
Friedman.
Seavoy is taking a year off to work on his
book,"The Commercialization of Peasant
Agriculture." He will be comparing Russia's success and Tanzania's failure in food
commercialization. He will go to Tanzania
in early 1986.
Weinberg will be a visiting scholar at
Hebrew University in Jerusalem. He will
also be working on a book, "Secular Jewish
Movements and Ideologies in the Modem
Era."
Both of these men will be taking faculty
improvement leaves, granted through the
University. A faculty improvement leave is
a full year's leave at half pay, Hess ex-
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1965 is fast becoming an
important year in the arms
control issue, with the recent
talks in Paris and upcoming
talks between the United
States and the Soviet Union in
Geneva in November. One of
the University's history
professors,
David
Skaggs, is
participating
In his own
way.
Since Sept.
1, Skaggs,
who came to
the University in 1965,
has been Skaggs
serving as a
Wilbur C. Foster feUow of the
VS. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency in Washington, D.C. He is assigned to the
Bureau of Multilateral Affairs of the agency. Skaggs
works with various aspects of
disarmament.
In a phone interview to his
Washington office. Scaggs
said his responsibilities thus
far have been to learn the
various issues in-depth, to get
to know the bureaucratic procedures and learn who the

FRIEDMAN BELIEVES his work will be
tremendously useful.
"Never before in the studies of mental
hospitals has there been much detail because of the confidentiality factor," he said.
Friedman is the first scholar who has
been allowed to look at the foundation since
it was founded in 1919, and he thinks he will
be able to obtain some interesting details.
Since Friedman began his work with
them, the Menninger Foundation has accepted University graduate students every
summer. They have worked in the technical
writing division and the archives. Several of
these students have received jobs with the
foundation, he said.
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players are on both sides
(U.S. and Soviets).
Skaggs has been able to
give a "modest amount of
input on various problems,"
he said.
"I HAVE learned an awful
lot so far. but there is much
more to learn. It is a very
complex issue," he said.
Skaggs thinks his experience uus year will help make
him more knowledgeable and
will help him in teaching his
class on American Military
History.
"I have a much broader
point of view regarding the
problems concerning the U.S.
and the Soviets," he said.
Skaggs thinks the recent
talks between French President Francois Mitterrand and
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev were Just a way for the
two men to "feel each other
out."
"I don't look upon them
(talks) as anything more than
a repetition of previously held
views on both sides," he said.
"France's role is to let the
Russians understand that
they aren't going to let the
U.S. down," Skaggs said.
The "main event," in
Stage's opinion, is the Reagan/Gorbachev talks in November. He does not think
• See Professor, page 7.

by Amanda Stein
reporter

plained. Faculty members are eligible every seven years.
Skaggs went to Washington early in September to serve as a Wilbur C. Foster
Visiting Fellow at the State Department.
Eventually, he will be going to Geneva,
Switzerland, to observe and participate
with the U.S. arms control negotiating
teams. Skaggs will be gone the full academic year.
"Dr. Skaggs was in Geneva once last
summer ana looks forward to going again,"
Hess said.
Friedman is traveling back and forth to
Topeka this year in order to complete
history research on the Menninger Foundation, the largest mental hospital in the
country. He has been researching the foundation for about five years. A $19,800
fellowship from the foundation will support
him as he finishes his two-volume, 1,000page work.
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''art-time jobs available
hrough Toledo agency
by Julie Fauble
staff reporter

Temporary employment agencies offer some
working alternatives for college students in the
area.
Temporary employment agencies work with
businesses who need people for jobs such as light
factory work, assembly and packaging, demonstrating and market surveying, typing, filing and
waitressing. Joan Fargo, manager at Employers
Overload in Toledo, said that they have more than
200 different types of jobs for their workers.
Sue Beach, supervisor of the Heatherdowns
branch of Kelly Services, said there is a demand
for good typists, word processors and data processors.
Beach said that Kelly Services employs a large
number of students during the summer and
breaks, but that unless students only take night
classes there can be a problem with working
around schedules because usually employers
want workers from 8 a.m. to S p.m.
SOMETIMES THERE are jobs available for
students that are half day or second shift.
"We're so flexible on this end. We generally can
work around students' schedules," Fargo said.
Both agencies do most of their business in the
Toledo area, but occasionally they have customers in Bowling Green. There is one temporary

employment service in Bowling Green, but a
spokesperson said the firm is not currently employing anybody.
Employment assignments can last one or two
days or as long as a couple months. Sometimes
the agencies have advance notice about jobs and
sometimes the businesses call at 8 a.m. and say
they need people that day, Beach said.
It students are interested in working through a
temporary employment agency, they should call
the agency and set up an appointment. When they
go for their appointments, they will fill out an
application and be interviewed, and the agency
win try to determine their skills.
Kelly Services gives an extensive evaluation of
applicants skilled, Beach said, so that the firm
can feel comfortable sending people out on a job.
BEACH RECOMMENDED that students dress
professionally for the appointments as they would
for a regular job interview. She added that resumes are helpful if students have them.
Most jobs pay from $3.35 to $8 an hour, Beach
said, and people can usually work 24 to 32 hours a
week, depending on their skills and their schedules. All employees have the option of rejecting an
assignment.
There is no fee to work with the agencies. Beach
said. The agency bills the businesses and then
Sys the employees, keeping a small percentage
• themselves, she said.

Ceiling portions crumbling
Theater-goers get plastered at performances
by Valerie Ciptok
staff reporter

Performers at the Main Auditorium in University Hall
may have wanted to bring the
roof down, but not literally.
Portions of the ceiling at
one of the University's most
utilized auditoriums have
been falling down for about
five years now, according to
theater director Robert Hanson.
Now 22 of the best seats in
the house are covered with
plastic garbage bags to catch
the falling plaster, he said.
"We have a legal responsibility (to keep the seats covered)," he added.
The problem stemmed
from a drain pipe that
clogged up above the auditorium and had overflowed the
drain pan there, according to
Raymond Michaelis, of Plant
Operations and Maintenance.

THE PD7E has since been
repaired, but the effects on
the ceiling remain.
"Like anything else mechanical, something is bound
to break down," he said.
The rapidly falling plaster
could have been avoided if the
water problem had been
cleared up when it began,
Hanson explained.
"The small problem has
become a big problem, as
well as a life-endangering
one," he said.
Michaelis reports that no
decision has been made concerning the date of repair, but
Hanson is optimistic.
"I think everyone is aware
and sympathetic about the
problem, he said.
The Main Auditorium is not
only the theater department's
main production space, but
also a feature of tours and a
forum for assorted campus
events, Hanson explained.

The auditorium's ceiling
problem is distinguished
from other classroom problems because of its uses, he
added.
About one-third of its use is
from non-University individuals, he explained.
Because of the falling
pieces, 22 of the best seats for
the upcoming "Charlie's
Aunt" will be unavailable.
The tickets, $4 for adults
and $2 for students, do not
seem to be Hanson's main
concern.
Part of the theater mystique is lost with the garbage
bags covering the seats and
the all too frequent dropping
of plaster, he said.
Hanson believes that the
problem will be treated when
it becomes a priority for the
University. He said administrators are understanding,
but funds are tied up at the
present

Police
Continued from page 1.
starting salary for a University
officer is $15,229. Gerkens said
additional benefits are good but
"that doesn't put bread on the
table."
"OUR SALARIES are not
competitive in Northwest Ohio.
We are at the bottom of the heap
and as a result we ... have
trouble competing for personnel," Bess said.
Salaries of area police departments are as much as $5,000 to
$8,000 more than University officers' salaries.
Several requests have been
made by the University administration to increase patrols and
police visibility around campus,
Bess said.
"The signal to me is that if
these services are being called
for, the funds should be made
available," he said.

Non-smoking travel minded roommate
seeks same for fun and adventure.
This semester, move in with a Macintosh™
For starters, it's incredibly light and compart. So
you can take it places.
And more important. Macintosh can take
you places. From Biology 101 to advanced physics.
From beginning French to the Italian Renaissance.
From an average student to a Magna Cum Laude.
? hKA IfliW (.miruto. tat An* JiW tie An* lrn.ii .iff rnsuKml traknuifei* Apr* ' Jmpuw

The point being, Macintosh helps students
work better, quicker and more creatively.
And the beauty of Macintosh is. you don't
have to know diddley about computers to use one.
So if you're going to have a
_£_
roommate.'why not have one willing
to help you with your homework?
IIK MJCIWKII I>a
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Professor

Continued from page 6.
there will be any dramatic, immediate results from that meeting...
T
'THESE ARE a very serious
set of negotiations and they will
be difficult getting re-started
this year," he said.
: This will be the first meet ing
between US.
and Soviet
beads of state since 1983, when
the Soviets walked out after the
deployment of U.S. missiles in
Europe.
Skaggs hopes these talks will
be the''beginning of an important redirection of arms control
efforts."
. Skaggs previously thought he
would be going to the talks in
Geneva, but now he anticipates
going to either Stockholm or
Vienna in the spring, where
other sets of negotiations are
taking place.
Confidence building measures
are being held in Stockholm.
Basically, these serve as observations of military maneuvers
by outside forces. Skaggs said.
; The other set of ongoing disarmament talks is the Mutual Balance of Forces Reduction talks
in Vienna. These talks began in
J973. Their object is to reduce
the size of conventional (nonnuclear) forces in Central Europe, Skaggs said.

Dateline
Wednesday, Oct. 9
Art Exhibition - The annual
School of Art Faculty Exhibition
continues through Oct. 13 at the
Fine Arts Gallery. Admission is
free. Gallery hours are 8 a.m.-5
p.m. weekdays and 2-6 p.m. on
Sunday.
Seminar in Biology - Claire
Schelske, University of Michigan, will present "Silica in the
Great Lakes: A historical perspective." For more information contact the Department of
Biological Sciences.
* Blood Bank-A spokesman
for the Red Cross said its blood
supply is critically low on all
Wood types. They will have a
bloodmobile today, from noon to
6 p.m., at the First United Methodist Church, 1506 E. Wooster.
near Wendy's. Donors should
weigh 110 lbs. and be in good
general health. Walk-ins are
welcomed. : Dateline, a daily service of the
Hews, lists dates and times of
campus events. Submissions by
all organisations are welcome
and must be turned In typed and
double-spiced one week prior to
the event

For More Information ...
Contact: Computer Services /Math Science
372-2102

Elsewhere
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Italy refuses contact

News Briefs

Risky bank investments thought reduced

Pirates claim to have killed 2 Americans
Palestinian pirates held more
than 400 people under their guns
on an Italian cruise ship yesterday in the eastern Mediterranean, vowing to kill them unless
Israel frees 50 prisoners.
There were reports that the
hijackers said they killed two
American passengers. But port
officials in Beirut, Lebanon said
they monitored a radio call in
which a man identifying himself
as Achille Lauro's captain insisted that everyone aboard was
in good condition and pleaded:
"Please, please, don't try anything on my ship."
The Palestinian hijackers
were reported to have a large
supply of explosives, and said
soon after seizing the ship Monday night that they would Wow it
up if military air or naval forces
tried to interfere. Flotta Lauro,
the shipping line, said 413 people
were aboard, including 331 crew
members.
The Italian government said it
would not give in to "terrorist
blackmail," and also said that
the hijackers "seem" to be demanding freedom for prisoners
in Italy and other countries.
Judicial sources have said 13
Palestinian terrorists and suspects are jailed in Italy.

MOST OF the Americans who
had been on the Achille Lauro
cruise were among about 600
passengers who disembarked in
Alexandria, Egypt, before the
Palestinians seized the ship
about 30 miles west of Port Said.
Reports indicated about a dozen
Americans still were aboard.
Western diplomats in Damascus said the Syrian Foreign Ministry told Italian Charge
d'Affaires Pietro Cordone the
hijackers claimed to have killed
two Americans. "We have no
confirmation," said one diplomat, who spoke on condition of
anonymity.
The ship sailed west from the
Syrian coast after it was denied
access to Syrian territorial waters outside the port of Tartus, a
diplomat reported. A Western
diplomat in Damascus said it
was bound for Cyprus, and Beirut port officials said it was in
international waters off the
coast of Cyprus. But a Cypriot
government source said the ship
would not be allowed to dock
there.
In an earlier radio conversation with Beirut port authorities,
the hijack gang's leader demanded negotiations with Israel.

He shouted: "We will hit any
ship, any plane that tries to
approach us! This is Omar, the
hijacker of the Italian ship. I
want to speak to Beirut port
authorities."
WHEN PORT officials identified themselves, Omar said:
"I want to negotiate.... I want
to negotiate with Israel. I want
you to convey this message. I
want to negotiate with Israel.
That's all, I want to break off
now."
He said nothing about hostages having been killed. Cairo
newspapers said the gang leader
identified himself shortly after
the hijack as Omar Mustafa,
code-named Abu Rashad, but
nothing more was known about
him.
The Beirut port officials and
Israeli radio monitors said the
man who said he was the captain
shouted into the radio later: "I
have one message. Please,
please, don't try anything on my
ship. Everybody is in very good
health."
He did not give his name, but
the vessel's master has been
identified as Gerardo de Rosa.
Cordone said Italy had refused
all contact with the hijackers.
"We're aligning ourselves with
the American position - that is
not to negotiate with terrorists,"
he told reporters.

McDONALD, Ohio (AP) - Police Chief Jim
Tyree spent yesterday interviewing parents of
teen-agers who supposedly volunteered to be
strapped in a chair or on a cross and jolted with
up to 140 volts of electricity at the home of a
substitute teacher.
The
rite allegations by
oy a 15-year-old
13-year-oia resident in this
uus
Mahoning Valley community of 3,800 residents
have led to misdemeanor charges of child endan-

Bowling Green

352-1539

Limited Delivery Area

$5

H€|ys

NOW ONLY $6.00 w/coupon

Includes shampoo
& blow dry

Expires 10/14/85

CONGRATULATIONS

JOHN MOLLOY

author of
"Dress for Success" and "Live for Success"

on your second place trophy
in the World Roller Skating Competition in Italy! * y
We are so proud of you
ffiyV
and so glad you are 4&&mf*
back with us!
^WPf

s

Love,
IT
The Sisters of Alpha Delta Pi

Meadowview Courts
Apartment
Coll now at 352-1195

•Two Bedroom Unfurnished
$265 plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage
All residents have the privilege of
using The Cherrywood Health Spa
located at 8* and High St.
Hours: Mon.-Fr1, 9-4:30
214 Napoleon Rd.

Barney's
Video

CHECK OUT
OUR MANY
NEW
RELEASES

MmfRih!

more than you can eat for only

♦ $7.95 ♦

Tonight
8:00 p.m.
Kobacker Hall
Free Admission

107 State street at E Utooster
Bowling Green Ohio 4J402

We Carry
Both Beta
and VHS
Topes

Collect 9 slats and get FREf move1

##«# *

HELP BIG BARNEY CELEBRATE HIS 1"
ANNIVERSARY OF THEIR SOUTH MAIN STORE

VHdTV S113Q VHcHV S113a VHdlV S113a VHdHV Si.13Q

♦ Ribs ♦
Every Thursday Night
Large portions of
Big Beef Ribs
or St. Louis Baby Back
Pork Ribs

sponsored by
THE UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES ORGANIZATION
in conjuction with
University Placement Services, University Bookstore
and Women in Communications, Inc.

HELP FIGHT BIRTH DEFECTS

TINA KNIESLEY

Our drivers carry less than $20"

DRESSlecture
FOR
SUCCESS
presented

the evening.
Associated Press reporters who saw the women
said they showed no obvious signs of having been
physically mistreated.
Both immediately called their families in England.
"I am fine. We've just been released,"
McGrath told her father. I am well and I even
gained weight. I wasn't hurt."

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) -Two British women
who were kidnapped in Moslem West Beirut 13
days ago, were released yesterday. They appeared shaken, but apparently unharmed.
The womeq, 28-year-old Amanda McGrath, a
teacher at the American University of Beirut's
intensive English program, and Hazel Moss, 45, a
former restaurant manager, were freed near the
Commodore Hotel in Moslem West Beirut late in

PRECISION HAIR CUT Regular $9.00

99

ly 94 percent of 854 pipe supports in seven
g systems were discovered in March. Those
discrepancies were detailed for company officials
in non-conformance reports prepared by workers.
"We have certain expectations for plants, and I
am somewhat surprised and dismayed
that there
would be that many discrepancies,1' said Donald
Kosloff, resident inspector for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

2 British women released after 13-day ordeal

ALPHA PELTS ALPHA PELTS ALPHA PELTS ALPHA PELTS ALPHA

! ONE LARGE
PIZZA WITH
! ONE ITEM

Tyree said Bly is single and lived in a "nice
neighborhood" of mostly blue-collar families.
"The neighbors have been complaining for
years about all the kids hanging out there," he
said.
saia. "We've
we ve neara
heard rumors, we've been
Deen asking
askinr
kids, but no one's been telling us anything until
now."

CLEVELAND (AP) - A Toledo Edison Co. vice
president said the utility is "inspecting the eyeballs out of everything'' following the discovery of
discrepancies between engineering drawings and
actual construction of cooling systems at the
Davis-Besse nuclear power plant near Port Clinton.
Joe Williams Jr., vice president of nuclear
operations for the utility, said problems in

.

Sunday - Wednesday
4:00 p.m. • 2:00 a.m.
Thurs. • Fri. • Sat.
4:00 p.m. - 3:00 a.m.

gering being filed Monday against Richard A.

Davis-Besse under investigation, utility says

Family Hair Care & Tanning Center
143 W. Wooster
353-3281
OPEN

Schwab said board members learned of the
increase in 1984, about one year after they were
told a program was under way to phase out the
repurchase agreements with ESM Government
Securities Inc. of Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

'Shocking' situation investigated by police

HAIR UNLIMITED
Monday, Tutiday 9:004:00
W»*»idoy FtKto, 9 00 8 00
Saturday 91JKM

increase in the principal balance of Home State's
repurchase agreements occurred in the spring of
1963 "without board approval or knowledge."

COLUMBUS (AP) - A former director of Home
State Savings Bank said yesterday that the
thrift's board believed Home State was reducing
its risky investments in a Florida securities
company in late 1963. but learned to its surprise
that the investments had increased.
Nelson Schwab Jr., a Cincinnati attorney and a
member of Home State's board of directors since
1959, told a joint Ohio legislative panel that an

VIDEO

99<

RENTAL

Tnru

Oct. 13*
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•
Have your resume
professionally photo-typeset on Campus
and save 50%!
(compared to downtown prices)

RESUMES
$14.00
Includes:
• 5 free copies on your choice
of quality paper
• Choice of many type styles
• No extra charge for borders

Typesetting Services
Instructional Media Center
110 Education Building

372-7418

353-8735
Bring this ad when you place your order
and receive an additional 10% off your resume.
*

Sports
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Toledo topples Falcon spikers Falcons prepare
Rockets
dump BG
in three

for incoming IU
by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

by Tom Skernivtu
sports reporter
TOLEDO - The tempo may
have picked up but the results
were the same for the Bowling
Green volleyball team last
night.
After losing in five games to
Miami and Ball State last weekend, the Falcons were spared of
torture by Toledo. The Rockets
trounced BG in three games 1215,7-15,10-15.
BG's problems seemed to be a
thing of the past after the Falcons took a 4-1 lead early in the
first game. But it was the biggest lead the Falcons would see
Si Centennial Hall.
The Rockets rallied to take an
8-9 lead with a blitzkrieg offense.
Great defense by both teams
prevented the next point from
being scored, but the standstill
was only temporary.
Rocket sophomore Marquise
Bass took the reigns of command and UT never looked
back. Bass' two aces killed BG's
hopes for the game and, subsequently, the match.
UT wasted no time in the
second game taking a 0-8 lead.
But BG, led by captain Debbie
Hopkins, closed to within 6-8.
The Falcons would score only
one point the rest of the game as
UTs all-around play took control.
BG, WHOSE cardiac
comebacks last weekend made
up for similar starts, couldn't
rebound against the rivals up
north in the third game. The
Rockets made things look elementary downing BG 10-15, lipping their record to 3-6 in the
Mid-American Conference and
9-9 overall.
Falcon coach Denise Van de
Walle could not explain her
teams poor showings as of late,
especially early in the matches.
"I don't know what's wrong.
We've tried different lineups.
Van de Walle said. " We're not
adjusting to each opponent. We

Blue Jays beat KC
The Toronto Blue Jays won
the first game of the American
League championship series,
downing the Kansas City Royals
8-1 in Toronto last night.
Dave Stieb took the win while
Tom Henke earned the save.
Southpaw Charlie Leibrandt
suffered the loss.

BG News/Alex Horvath
Bowling Green's Lynne Nibert sprawls on the court after attempting to dig a ball while Cheryl Smith looks on
during last night's match against Toledo in Centennial Hall. The Falcons were thumped by the score of 1512,
15-7. 15-10.
don't play each team differ- Manore said.
The Falcons, 3-6 and 5-7, were
ently.'~
BASS AND her teammates led by sophomores Jo Lynn WilNo adjustment could have capitalized on a Falcons' weak- liamson, who had 12 kills and 12
stopped Bass as the Rocket hit ness that has become evident in digs, Barb Baker, .455 hitting
ter played the best game of her their last three losses. BG's percentage, and Hopkins who
collegiate career. Bass finished backcourt played too shallow continued her hot streak with 9
with 15 kills, a .541 hitting per- allowing the Rockets to hit deep kills, 8 digs and a .333 hitting
centage and 6 service aces to in the Falcon zone with no retal- percentage.
lead both teams in each cat- iation,
egory.
Bass credited her cohorts with
UT coach Jodi Manore was aiding her in finding these holes.
Cased with Bass' performance
"I got communication from all
not surprised.
over the court," Bass said.
"We always knew she had this "That enabled me to could see
kind of potential but, until now. the holes or if there was a block
she has never played that well," there."

•ACTORS-SINGERS

Auditions:

The Getaway
October Special

Tonight

Cider and Doughnut 55

... a great combination

Written and Directed by
Dr. John Scott

405 Univ. Hall
7-9 p.m.
Performance dates: Feb. 12-15
* SPECIAL NEED FOR MINORITIES

eat in or carry out
with coupon
998 S. Main
Spires 10/18 352.4i62

ALPHA XI DELTA
BETA THETA PI
SIGMA PHI EPSILON

a new play:

(from the Rivers of our Fathers)

'* J

W

Bowling Green coach Gary
Palmisano is expecting heavy
combat when Indiana University invades Mickey Cochrane Field Wednesday at 3:30
p.m.
The Hoosiers currently 6-6,
are traditionally a powerhouse, winning national
championships two of the last
three years. The Falcons own
a 0-4 career mark against IU,
including a 2-0 loss last season, but have played them
tough in each meeting.
"I think you are going to
see a war out there, Palmisano said. "We are similar
teams and we match up
well."
Palmisano said it will be a
fast-paced game because of
the brand of soccer the Hoosiers play.
"Indiana uses heavy pressure on the ball defensively
and a long ball offense," he
said. "When we have the ball,
Indiana will be pressuring us
all over the field. Offensively,
they will try to serve long
passes and let their forwards
run under the ball."
THE FALCONS will try to
counter the Hoosiers' long
ball attack by slowing the
action down. They will do this
with a ball possession offense
which requires a lot of passing between the midfielders
and forwards.
BG will attempt to avoid an
overtime. In their last 30
games, the Falcons have
gone into OT 13 times. This
5ir, five of 10 games, includthree of their last four
games have gone into the
extra period. BG has also tied
two of its last three oppo-

nents.
IU coach Jerry Yeagley
isn't about to take the Falcons
lightly despite their 2-5-3 record.
"Their record isn't good,
but they have played extremely well," he said. "They
have been unlucky in some of
their finishes this season, but
we all understand how that
goes."
The Hoosiers are led by
senior midfielder John Stollmeyer's 19 points. Their
leading goalkeeper is sophomore Bruce Killough with a 33 mark and a 1.31 goals
against average.
BG is paced by its leading
all-time goal scorer Mark
Jackson. Jackson's 38th career goal against Notre Dame
last Wednesday moved him
past Neil Ridgway as the
leader. The senior co-captain
now trails Ridgway's career
scoring mark of 107 points by
16. Jackson has 22 points this
season.
"JACKSON IS THEIR
main offensive threat. He is
very fast," Yeagley said.
"Last year he gave us fits."
Freshman Jeff Vincent will
start in the nets for the Falcons. He is 1-3-2 on the year
with a 1.77 goals against average.
Palmisano said he wants
nothing less than a win
against the Hoosiers.
"This game is a game of
respectability for us, Palmisano said. "Our first objective this season was to
become competitive against
top teams. Secondly, to get
something in the win column.
We've gotten to the point
where we are competitive.
"Now it's time to win some

M
#
«

ACGFA CANDIDATE
An election will be held on Friday, November 15, 1985, to name four (4)
undergraduate and one (1) graduate student as at-large members of the Advisory
Committee on General Fee Allocations. Students who are interested in becoming
candidates for election to ACGFA are required to file a statement of candidacy and
petition forms which will be available in the Office of the Vice President for Student
Affairs, 305 Student Services Building, on Thursday, October 10, 1985. Completed
forms must be returned to that office by Friday, October 25, 1985.
Candidates may be full-time or part-time students. Candidates must be registered
students for the planned term of office which is the Spring Semester of the 1985-86
academic year. All candidates will be certified as to their eligibility.

Congratulations on
winning GREEK WEEK '85!

Ben

THURSDAY
is the last day for
King and Queen for 1985 Homecoming
applications to be submitted.
Open to all BGSU Seniors
Applications available today
in the UAO office, 3rd floor, Union
Applications due 5:00 p.m.
Thursday, October 10
372-2343

Classifieds
October 8, 1885

CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS
ATTENTION AHA MEMBERS:
Happy Houre on Frtdey. Oct. 11 « uptown
from 4 lo 7 p m Al members IIM admission
wan rnernbsrshlp can) Non members, only
$1 00 See you there!
"'ATTENTION ACM MEMBERS'"

Qww iinm

7:30 TONtQHT
210 HAYS HALL
Prospective Mambf ■ Watoomo
Don't Forget tha Faculty VS. Studanti
> Na<1 Wad.ll
Altentxxi University Hosts and I
Misarig - Wadnaadsy. October 9 at 9:00
p.m Alumni Center Important Kofmaaon w*
be covered'
Rnandsl Managamant Ateocaeaon
Maaahg tonight at 7 30
BA ta — Quaat Speaker
ChacK Suietm Board lo. detaas
"W YOU CAN PROVE THERE'S A QOO, THEN
I'll BELIEVE IN HIM". MAYBE YOU'VE SAID
THAT BEFORE OR HEARD IT FROM OTHERS.
JOm McOOWElL SET OUT TO DISPROVE
THE CHRISTIAN FAITH IN THE SAME WAY
HE WOULD DISPROVE A CASE IN AN AMERICAN COURTROOM. BUT IN THE END CAME
TO SOME VERY INTERESTING CONCLUSIONS. CHECK OUT THE EVIDENCE FOR
YOURSELF M "A SKEPTIC'S QUEST" AT
'COLLEOE LIFE'. THIS THURSDAY. 7 30
P.M., Jrd FIR. UNION, ALUMNI ROOM. SPONSORED BY CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
FREE ADMISSION.
RAQUETBAU CLUB MEETING
Wed . Oct. 9. 8:46 p.m.
SRC, x> Iron! ol Archery Room
SNAEA MEETING WEDS , OCT. I. 9:30 P.M.
ML lit FA. PORTFOLIO PRESENTATION
FOR ART EDUCATION MAJORS
Students lor Ufa. a campua pro-Ma orgsnua
Bon. wS maat tonight at 8 00 X Room 203
Education BuarJng Qpan to H.

BG News/October 1,118510

ALUMNI UNDERGRADUATE
RESEARCH AWARDS AVAILABLE
Ona-yaar grants of $500 ara aiaeahls to BGSU
uppsr-dMalon undargraduata aludants tor mdapandanf studss reiser eh and creative endeevora Appscanta muat Da currently enroled
at BGSU wan an over* QPA of 3.0 or bataar
Protects muat Da comoletod In ona yaar.
ratatad to an acadanac program al BGSU. and
Da earned out using available raaourcaa of tha)
unMratry Tha rtaaraVis tor format prnnnaala •
NovamDar 7, 1985 Funda ara provided by tha
Alumni Sapor aasun and tha Paranta Club
AdrJSonal InformaBuii and spplcaoon forms
may ba raguaatad from Barbara Ott. flaaaarch
Sarvioaa Ofecs, 2-7714.

Humanmaa Grants lor Undargraduataa
Tha National Endowmarrt lor tha Humanmaa wi
provMa students with support for 9 wnlia of
rus-Ome Indapandant raaaarcn and writing on a
apacmc humanmaa protect during lha aummar.
Sejdents muat ba US cabana, or foreign
nationals tor past 3 yaara. and under 21 years
of age The oaadane tor formal proposers (4
pages! Is November f Contact tha Research
Services Office. 2-2482. tor adOttonal Information and forme.

LOST AND FOUND
loaf' Large amount of money al Woman's
voesyoel game Friday night Reward Please
eel 888-3095
Lost: Levl red tag Man picket at Bratnaua Friday
night S25 reward No questions asked
Cat 372 3451
Found Dog 9/27. vicinity of E. Wooatar a
WBarna Streets light brownish, smM dog
352 3614
^
LOST CALCULUS AND ANALYTIC GEOME
TRY BOOK BY SCHENK ITS A LARGE BLUE
BOOK. AND VERY IMPORTANT IF FOUND
CALL 352-1395 OR DROP OFF IN GEOLOGY
DEPT OFFICE

PERSONALS
Amy Cert
Have a Greet 18th Birthday
Happy Birthday
Leva. Plena -Jar'
Amy,
Ihope you have a
HAPPY BPTTHOAY!
Live rl up tonight and Good Luck on your sicam
tomorrowl Luv ye. Metroes
Anne McNary
Curves Sea-ma on a wonderful tob with Schotarshlp Oaaaartal We're ao proud of you'
Love, your DO alatera
ATTENTION ALL SPRfTIED AXO's:
CONGRATULATIONS ON
WrNSIINO
KKQ.ZST OLYMPIAD OAMES
SPRIT 1 CHARIOT QUEEN,
GREEK WEEK BANNER CONTEST
3RD PLACE IN QREEK WEEK
KEEP UP THAT SPtRITI

• TTENTION DELTS:
THE AXO's WOULD UKE TO THANK YOU
FOR THE SPIRIT RAD. BREAKFAST,
AND FLOWERS. YOU WERE GREAT
GREEK WEEK PARTNERS! CONGRATS
ON WMNtHG KAPPA, ZBT OLYMPIAD
aVtRITI LOVE, THE AXO'a
PS. OOGA, SOOGA
Attention Unit Directors: The ladles of Den
Gamma ara anuously owaMng your arrival to
our Urat Drtctor-a reception tonight at 8:001
See you at the OQ house1
The Sailers ol Oetta Gamma

Pregnant? Concema? Free pregnancy teat
Obfadtve Information Cal NOW 354-HOPE
Have you heard "THE SYSTEM"? We set tha
standards for musical entertainment Compel
eve rates Light show Ouatty sound Ca> us
for your next bash Phone: 363-4706. ask tor
Dave
"THE SYSTEM" DISC JOCKEY SERVICt

WANTED: PEOPLE TO AOOPT GRANDPARENTS! CALL TERRY: 372-5541 OR ELLEN:
352 2253 ALL WELCOME!!

EducaBon/Speech Students
Need help with visual aids, posters?
Cal 2-6420 attar 9 p.m.

Mart
Lews, the DQ's

JOHN 1 8AM,
NOTHaNQ BEATS MY FEELMGS FOR YOU
TWO.
8MNE0, FRKNOe FOREVER

DQ SoRbst Team: Corxjrenaaaons on your
vfctortes so tar and beet of sick m your game
tonight' Go tor tha Clwnpionshipi
Love, your Dee Qee Sailers
DON8 THE COUCH READY?
I AM...
JUST CALL

•QSU Believe It or NOT (our own version of
"Play's)
Oat tarn. Saturday, 2,000 guana plus era
expected to attend Preview Day tor prospective treehmsn/trsnsfors. Tha number of people needed aa Volunteer Guides Is a real
llllll H or not figure. II you would Kka la
help out please ettend ana of the lutlualliu.
Inforreel meetings.
Oct. f at I p.m. m McFsll Assembly Room
Oct. 10 at 5 p.m.kn McFall Assembly Room
Oat 10 at I pm. in 121 West Hell

ANY LARGE 2 ITEM PIZZA
$5.95

JUUE RAYBURN- DOES IT REALLY MATTER
HOW YOU GOT HOME AS LONG AS YOU
DONT FALL IN PEREQRJNE POND AGAIN!!
BUT WE LOVE YOU ANYWAYS; WHAT'S
YOUR RECENT OFFER FROM JOHNSON t
JC*tNSON?7
Kappa Kappa Oarnma ntxanhaa KasV and Lea
Arm — Thanks for the squid breakfast, the fun,
the apM. and tha support al tha Caympiadl
Can't wad until next year!
Love, tva Alpha Slgs
Lovely camsoons $2 g87donn Cesh 1 Cany
Floral Orlglnala by Gregory Scott
518 E. Wooatar Street

with coupon

=;i

EM^M^sym=:^ fl^^

liSanHuTL.

BtG CELEBRAT10NI

OPEN HOUSE
MEETING
APARTHEID RALLY
SIGN PAINTING
PIZZA PARTY
When: Thursday, October 10
Time: 6:30
Where: Amani

FREE!
FREE!
FREE!

To My "Cute" BO Hockey Player
Have a m
hue See son I
You know what yon want and hoar to get It.
Yon are never grren a dream without atao
being given power lo make N come true.
I LOVt YOOI

TACO TACO TACO
3 tor 11 oo from 8-11 pun.
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT
MAM ST.

QOVWNMENT JOBS S18.040-SS8.230/yr
Now Httng Cal 1 -SOS 087-0000 Ext R
9848 kx currant federal 1st

LAMBOA CM ALPHA TUCK-W SERVICE
BUT TUCKrNG FRATERNITY AROUND
FOR ORDERS CALL 352-eOJS

standing of Apartheid by
South Africans)
Taft Room Union
Rally Oval Union

WANTED

March Toledo's International Park

BSU isJustBS WITHOUTU

1 or 2 loonaiastaa needed to share 2 bdrm..
IVvbslhs. Cherrywood Spa prtvaagaa. Rant.
S343/« roommetee Inquire 707 Sixth St.,
Apt '7 or CM Rental Office at 352-9378 ask
tor Mrs Valentino
ale
ate needed to sublease apartment now andtor Spring semeeter. Call Mary
MMMB14.

HELP WANTED
Need Immadlalll, DoormarVBartenosr Mr.
BotsrvjM 883 S Mam Street. 352-9737 ask
tor Omar.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PREPAYMENT is required lor all non-university related business and individuals.
NOTICE: The News will not be responsible lor error due to illegibility or incomplete information Please
come to 214 West Hall immediately il there is an error in your ad. The news will not be
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
Phone #

(For billing purposes only)
Please print your ad clearty, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Classification In which you with your ad to appoar:
Campus & City Events*
Lost & Found
Rides
Services Offered
Personals
•Campus/City Event ads are published free of charge for one day for a

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

ACROSS
1 Casl envious
eyas al
6 Dock
tO Srtali s
companion
14 Lulu,' for one
15 Fourth wile o'
Henry VIII
16 island in me
Hebrides
17 LeoerOemain
18 Beimier
20 Chooses
22 Gels on the bait
23 Cornel s
luminous
stream
24 Fraternity letter
25 Time intervals
ANN
26 John Dos
Passoa title
28 Evergreens
32 Keep
on
(observe)
34 Diminish
35 Indians and
Manners
39 Magazine tor a
manual le
40 Ties
42 Wild cherry, e.g
43 Short distances
45 Peruvian
46 Encourage
47 Christmas is
coming.
ara getting
1st
50 Common
contraction
51 Newt

54
55

non-profit event or meeting only.
57

Dates of Insertion .

Total numbef of days

To Brian and Nssl.
We rJdn't saa any orange rabbHa'' at lha dele
party. Bra only Bang we aaw hopping waa
Neat.. We had s greet time1
Leva ya. Thensaa a Shmog

MALE DANCER, waning by tha phone to hear
from you. I want to dance for your party,
Bkihosy. or smaA-group gaSherlng tnvtta Mel
For more Wo. cal 372-1084

•If in need of transportation call BSU 372-2692
Toledo^s BSU 537-4281

RATES: per ad are 60' per line, $1.80 minimum
50' extra per ad lor bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

Suesn. Jute. Steve.
Thanks tor a great ante m Canada. Who would
beeeve the Brass Door could be so lun MThe
Pasno Man was too much, but Ccajmbo waa
even more. Band over Baby waa tha best, lust
afcs our saigmg Canada wB never be me seme.
but Ay. you got to love at
loya. torn

LSAT ■ MCAT ■ GMAT ■ ORE
NTE • CPA RFView • NCLEX
STANLEY KAPLAN ED CENTER
NO 1 IN TEST PREPARATION
(419) S3Q-3701 TOLEDO

11:30 Rally, Univ. of Toledo
2:00 Play (Video for a better under-

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(BG News not responsible tor postal service delays)

Stephanie Nelson
Conrjrsluranons on your syjpoavlment aa comm«ae chair lor LaadaraNp Conterence Youl
dosgrsatK*
Lova, Your Oaa Oaa Sratera

WE HATE GREEKS
WE HATE GREEKS
WE HATE GREEKS

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11

.Classified InformationMail-In Form

Sloma t*j OOOG-O S4rjme Nu
Congrats on FINALLY gang acBvel Hope
you're luncaonlng today*
______^
Your Big. Catl

TO THE PHI P»l RAaDCR WHO
MASHED THE LUTE PARTY,
YOU'RE THE QREATESTI
LOVE ALWAYS,
TrsUCK S7's ENEMY

RALLY AGAINST APARTHEID

r~The BG News"

The leet 4 asonlhs here beet the beet ol my
We. I love you. Happy enrvrve aery.
Half

To Sharon. Laura, and Kan
You guys ara great roomies' Desktaa Laura
making amal chsdren deaf. Kim making guys
sleep on tha floor, and Sharon dating toots*
rota everything la perfect1
Lova. TREE
PS ANTS FOHEVEP.I

BLACK STUDENT UNION

3:00
5:00

SAE's - A Me thanks lor ths nerrjeel raght we
have ever hed"
Love, ths Ajpfta Ptfa

To ary Fsvortls (Phi OaH)
You del a wonderlul lab In the Greek Review
(Ha Hal Looking forward to our trip to CVias
Iras week
Love, Your Favor— Cts-0 Ptadga

7ssOftE DAYS
'TB.THE

For Low S*
Screening Pnces
Jaana N TWngt. 531 Ridge

DELTA ZETA
WESTERN WINIMN
DELTA ZETA
WESTERN WIND
YEE HAIII

352-3551

Needed: Flag Football afficWa. Coma 10
mandatory canK Wad., Oct B, l:1S p.m. In

Festival Sanaa Rush Tickets
(2
Sea tha world's prarnlera pasno bio
THE BEAUX ARTS TRIO
Thurs . Oct. 10 at Bom. Kobackar Hal
Rush Tickets on sale al 7.46 In
Kobecker Lobby BGSU students
only wrth vssd 10

CONOtUTUCATIONS LAURIE CASKEY —
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMAS PLEDGE OF THE
WEEK'

PUtM MJBH RUSH
AJphe Bksna PI
LH'Biases
TeailsjBI T-.a»»0B

Kim

TACO TACO TACO
3 tor 11.00 from s-11 p.m.
EVERY WEDNESDAY raXJHT
MAJNST.

CongrstusMlons Tootle and Bud!
We knew you could do It
Love ojwais, Snoorer and Phono

•TMMal s*WQB)|B ., not. acceo«ng sobmlsseans In poetry. Action, art end pholooraphy
Oeerflne lor December assue la Oct. 30. Sand
wort lo 200 Ursv. Hal. hcajda name, addreal,
phone number Suonal eenyl
BuehQroup#l7
Be prepared tor en evelng ol lun earn your Hho
Oat VVadnaedey - 1000 - Howard's Saa
youttiarel
Betty « Latgh

SS8
Oot. 12 Is slmosl here
Get psyched lor a wld Bme
Out do not leer
Don! forget the cookiee and oraam
Cur 11 bring the wtsp cream
Be reedy to party by 5 00

Join the Largeel
Piufssalanal
Orgarsiaaen on
Campus O.S.E.A.

"•D0NT MAO THe» AO"-Unless the worde "fun" and "people lea
Ing" ara worde Included In your psraonal
rSottoaory. H so, end you wuld Uke to put the
defnliilttons Into affect, then ba a volunlssr
Preview Dey tour guide.
Trswung Meeting a are
Oot I, 5 p.m. - McFeH Assembly
Oat IB. 1 BUB. — MoFeH Assembly
Oat 10, B pm — HI Waal Han

* ' CfMfMUTMATtONI • •
DELTA SIGMA PI BROTHER OF THE MONTH
GARY MOSHER
THANKS FOR YOUR HELP

THanA'*
we deliver

HEY UAO DON'T LOOK NORTH OR WEST.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT 1:00 YOU ALL
TAKE TIC TEST.
AT UAO sfMaBENTIAL ELECTIONS
JUST PICK THE BUT.
M EX SfRtEHCE AND LEADERSHIP
JEN OUTSHINES THE REST.
GOOD LUCK JENNP7ER BOLES IN
UAO ELECTIONS.
LOVE H APT, KAPPA DELTA

00's and SAE'K ContjvatuastJeM la both
chapters an second plan tor Greek Weekl
And thank of a" tha lun we had doing Rl
We're looking tarward SB more lun In the

Brett Young: Thanks ao much lor tha beouWul
roses — you are auch a sweetheart1
Love, The Sisters ol Alpha Delta Pi

I

• a* MM
Hsppy ewthdey to Leigh Ann,
Happy Hrthday to lort,
H^OT ■rtkattyl.ua.

DO'S AMD SAE'S:
Ci.srjaeplt, Eeypdsna. Indians, Cowboya,
Flappers and Gangsters. Army people, U'e
an. sSaeeara, and
-You were ALL AWESOME"
Al the hart wart peed ott wtth our Orsak
fhwstew Vtcaaryt

FOUTSTYPNG
$1 00 par page, double-spaced
On campua pick-up 400 pm. 689-2579

UGAI H you ara mtaraatad In tha elderly or
gerontology coma to tha Undanyad—ta Qorontologlcsl Asaoc maatwg on Wad . Oct 9
at 8 30 pm In 102 Hanna Hal Evaryona
welcome'

I

GX>VH»J»MENT HOMES from St
(U Repeal Also desnquent tax property
Cal 1 -808-887-8000 Ext GM 8849 for mtor-

•day. kul think of
Dee, veal ara a >
vou S Vem. Forever |uet Isn't
lall, honey*
seats, Tata

7 MORE DAYS
•TITHE
BIG CELEBRATION!

SERVICES OFFERED

From Tuesday's paper, tha comedsan who la a
BGSU alumnus Is Tan Conway Check tomorrow'e paper lor another Trhta Teaser!

What wowed I Dewey wit howl you I TMa
weekend was greet, cent weft til neat weekend, GET PSYCHEDI
Love ya, tosa

60

MaH to: (On or Off Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hal BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

63
65
66

Edited bv Trade Michel Jaffc
27 Seasoning
48 Make possible
29 Plotting ol a
49 Gladdened
ship's course
51 A Ford
30 Dunne ol lilm
52 Stable denizens
tame
53 Realtor s sign
31
trap
DOWN
56 To the back
1 Approach
33 Branch ota
58 Radiation
2 Birthstone lor
clan
measurements
October
36 Capricious
59 Slow one
37 Track event
3 Swiss chard.
61 Mountain in
38 Adjusts a clock
eg
Thessaly
41 Fresh
4 Heath plant
62 Volstead toes
5 Strategic detail *44 inserts a wedge 64 USMA grads
6 Like a wet hen
to level
7 Washington
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
bills
UUGl'IH HUH HIJULI
8 Position ol
many
politicians
Lli:iHl']i:iU LIUIl llaJHLI
9 Change an
Mllllll JMIJiJiJIU illJll
insurance
charge
10 Si*, at dice
11 Companion ol
totsy
12 Were
HUH
HUH 111*1,1
own
13 Ram covers, tor
short
UHH HHUUIJU HUM!
19 Play
(act)
1
EISH
H
A
E
H
2i Slant
A
p { 515*
26 Shosnonean
L ETIJB
N
E
Indians

70 Locomotives
AN>r
71
dUSl
UV.d)

t>

s

(1*

A ' 1' fl
M f T t\k
5 <;|* 6

■

Mast student to do yard work, painting. A rraac
lobs. Muat ba able to work some afternoons
Pert-Brie work Phone 352-738S

FOR SALE
Huffs Used Furniture Rudolph
Open 8-8 Monday-Friday

888-3251

1873 FORO TfajNOERBIRO COLLEOE CAR,
RUNS ONE S110. 372-8741 DAY. 352
1188reXaHT, NEIL.
13-'Aluma>aTiSW>rtVVheeal $55 for the a lol
four 353-2706, PM
CHEVROLET DOOLEY IMS
LIGHT BLUE » GRAY
CREW CABS JJ
4 WHEEL DRIVE
PUU.Y LOADED
SM-07M
1874 Comet, good condraon
make any offer
362-2322, evening

FOR RENT
Sub
Apt tor Spring
Ctooe to campus. Ridge St . al you pay la gaa.
From I 4 people CM 354 7171
Two bedroom upper
LraWee furnished Downtown
362-6822
SubHsas apartment $147 65/month 815
SoconOSlreot Cal 352 5820 tor jnaotilssson

bind
(caught in
the middle)
Venetian blind
part
Signs of
welcome
Peiero'Peter.
Paul and Mary
Proof ol
purchase
Peeler
Certain school
Abbr

67 Oal
68 First, ol old
69 D-Oay carriers

United Way
ol Greater Toledo

